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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2881-The Sky Demons sent out two Super Sky 
Demons this time, hoping to annihilate the Almighties in one fell swoop and 
completely take over the Metaverse. 

They had spent a long time weakening the Metaverse. 

They reduced the Almighties from more than a thousand to less than a 
hundred. 

This was the moment they were waiting for. 

Those Almighties who had survived were all the elite of the elites. Even the 
lowest strength among them were at midOrigin Realm. Therefore, it was easy 
to kill them. 

Hence, that was why the Sky Demons dispatched two Super Sky Demons to 
kill them with one blow. 

At first, neither Super Sky Demons paid much attention to the Metaverse. 

After all, the only two peak Almighties were seriously injured and were no 
match forthem. 

As long as they dealt with Blaze and Eros, it would be much easier for them to 
deal with the mid and late Almighties. 

However, as time passed, the two Super Sky Demons gradually realized 
something was wrong. The Sky Demons they brought with them were 
constantly disappearing. 

It had just been a while, and dozens of Sky Demon corpses were falling to the 
ground. 

They all died of the same cause, beheading. 

The two Super Sky Demons were so angry that they stopped holding back. 

Boom! Boom! 

Blaze and Eros were pushed underground at the same time by a huge blow. 



Just when the Super Sky Demons were about to pursue them and give them a 
fatal blow, a red light flashed across them. Both Super Sky Demons sensed a 
strong crisis and evaded in time. 

However, this attack came too fast, so they were not able to completely avoid 
it. 

Blood splashed everywhere! 

One of them had a broken arm, and the other one had a broken wing. 

The two Super Sky Demons looked up to the sky and let out a roar. 

They never thought that they would be hurt in the weakest universe. 

Although this injury was nothing to the Sky Demons, it was a huge insult to the 
Super Sky Demons. 

David held the Evil-Splitting Sword and confronted the two Super Sky Demons 
in the air. 

He lamented to himself, ‘They are Super Sky Demons indeed. I didn’t think 
they’d avoid my sneak attack. 

‘But that’s what makes it interesting. 

‘Otherwise, this victory would be too boring. I won’t even need to summon my 
clones.’ As the Super Sky Demons roared, both sides stopped fighting and 
returned to their respective camps. 

All the Almighties of the Metaverse stood behind David. 

At this time, they were completely impressed by David. 

If David had not helped them secretly just now, a lot of them would have been 
seriously injured or even killed. 

However, the Almighties were still alive and had only sustained minor injuries. 

Blaze and Eros rushed up and landed next to David, blood dripping from the 
corners of their mouths. 



They were seriously injured, so they were no longer as powerful as they were 
at their peak. If the Super Sky Demons attacked them seriously, they could 
not fight back. 

Seeing that the two Super Sky Demons across from them had only suffered 
broken arms and broken wings, their hearts sank. 

They were well aware of the Sky Demons’ strength. This was nothing at all, 
and they would recover quickly. 

David’s sneak attack failed to seriously injure one of them, so the rest of the 
battle might be challenging. 

“Who are you? I don’t think I remember you in the Metaverse!” A Super Sky 
Demon asked, staring at David. 

“How can you understand the secrets of the Metaverse thoroughly? I’ll give 
you two choices. You can lift the seal and apologize to the martyrs of the 
Metaverse on your knees, or you can die,” David said expressionlessly. 

As soon as he stated that, the whole place fell into silence. 

Both the Sky Demons and the Almighties of the Metaverse were looking 
directly at David. 

Everyone knew that the Sky Demons had sealed the Metaverse for countless 
epochs. Not even a mosquito could fly out. 

To put it bluntly, the Metaverse was completely at the mercy of the Sky 
Demons. 

 


